Abstract. In this paper, we develop an elementary method to obtain infinitely many solutions of the Diophantine equation and we give some numerical results.
Introduction
Weisstein [7] gives a comprehensive survey of known results concerning equal sums of ninth powers. Moessner [4] in considering the Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem gives a parametrization that inter alia gives infinitely many solutions to the Diophantine equation [2] give the single solution (1) (23, 18, 14, 13, 13, 1, 22, 21, 15, 10, 9, 5);
Ekl [1] lists eight other solutions, and Weisstein references nine more. A few additional solutions are listed in Piezas [5] . The solution in (1) 9 + 18 9 + 14 9 + 13 9 + 13 9 + 1 9 = 22 9 + 21 9 + 15 9 + 10 9 + 9 9 + 5 9 .
Therefore this solution, as well as two other solutions on Ekl's list, satisfies the system {(T 1 ), (T 3 ), (T 9 )}, where (T p ) is the equality:
In this paper we actually prove that the system {(T 1 ), (T 2 ), (T 3 ), (T 9 )} has infinitely many rational solutions.
A simpler system
For any rational numbers a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , we put 
then the rational numbers x k and y k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 6, defined by the following set of equalities:
yield a solution of the following system:
Remark 1. Equating to 0 other factors in (5) leads to trivial solutions. For if σ 1 = 0, we obtain a trivial solution of (T ) satisfying
If σ 3 = σ 3 , then, taking into consideration the equalities σ 1 = σ 1 and σ 2 = σ 2 , we deduce a i = a i , i = 1, 2, 3, which leads to a trivial solution of (T ) satisfying (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 ) = (y 4 , y 5 , y 6 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ).
If 5 σ 2 1 − σ 2 = 0, then necessarily a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and a 1 , a 2 , a 3 are zero, which again gives a trivial solution of (T ).
Remark 2. The sextuple (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 Henceforth we shall focus attention on the system (S). Observe that if σ 1 = 0, then σ 1 = 0, and the system (3) shows that we obtain only trivial solutions of (T ), satisfying x i = y i , i = 1, . . . , 6. We shall refer to solutions of (S) which satisfy σ 1 = 0 as trivial solutions of the system (S).
Remark 3. The only solution of (S) such that a 1 = a 2 = a 3 is the zero solution. For if in (S) we replace a 2 and a 3 by a 1 , we obtain:
so that the three numbers a 1 , a 2 and a 3 are the solutions of the following equation: 
An elliptic surface
We first parametrize the two equations (S 1 ), (S 2 ), at (2). a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) be a sextuple of rational numbers. The following two statements are equivalent:
Proposition 2. Let
I: a satisfies the system:
II: There exist triples of rational numbers
and
Proof. It is easily verified that II implies I. Let us prove that I implies II. For this purpose observe first that if a 1 + a 2 + a 3 = a 1 + a 2 + a 3 , then each of the following six numbers:
Consequently, if a satisfies the two equalities in I, we obtain the six equalities:
Now consider the matrix:
From the preceding six equalities, the rank of M is 0 or 1. As is well known, this implies the existence of two triples of rational numbers p = (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) and q = (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) such that
Since a 1 + a 2 + a 3 = a 1 + a 2 + a 3 , we obtain (6), (7), the equations defining II, as required.
Using the parametrization in (6), (7), of the equations (S 1 ), (S 2 ), we make the following substitution into the equations (S):
where for the purpose of homogeneity we set a 3 = p 2 q 4 , say. The third equation (S 3 ) delivers a homogeneous cubic equation in {q 1 , q 2 , q 4 }, with coefficients homogeneous of degree 3 in p 1 , p 2 . Writing
this equation defines a curve of genus 1 over the function field Q(t), that is, an elliptic surface, and it is readily checked that the curve contains a point at (q 1 , q 2 , q 4 ) = (1, 1, 1) , so that the curve is actually elliptic over Q(t). Specifically, its equation has the form C t :− 3(2 + t) ( = 0. Points on the curve C t can be pulled back to solutions of the system (T ) by means of (3) and (8), namely:
(1 + t)q 1 − tq 2 − 2q 4 : (2+t)q 1 + q 2 − 2q 4 :
Symmetries of the solutions of (S) under permutation of the a i , a i induce symmetries of the underlying curve C t , and the effect is that the curves corresponding to the parameters This latter curve has torsion group Z/3Z over Q(t) with point of order 3 given by
corresponding to the torsion point on C t , T 0 = (1, −2, t) (and where
The condition that we derive a trivial solution of (S) has become (t + 2)q 1 − (t − 1)q 2 − 3q 4 = 0, and this line cuts C t in precisely the three points of finite order. Thus only the torsion points of C t return trivial solutions of (2).
Numerical results
We can use standard computer software to determine values of the parameter t for which the rational rank of the curve (11) is positive. The group of points on the associated curve C t is then infinite, and we are able to deduce an infinity of solutions to the system (S) at (2), and hence an infinity of solutions to the system (T ) at (4).
The effect of the symmetries is that it suffices to search with 1 < t, and in the range 3 ≤ numerator(t) + denominator(t) ≤ 20 we obtain Table 1 , which lists the rational rank of (11) along with corresponding points (q 1 , q 2 , q 4 ) on C t . All computations were performed with Magma [3] .
Example. We compute solutions of the system (T ) at (4) corresponding to t = 3.
The curve C 3 has rank 1 with point of infinite order Q = (1, 8, −5), so that a point on C 3 is of type nQ + T 0 , n ∈ Z, = 0, ±1. The pullbacks of the three points corresponding to = 0, ±1 give the same solution of the system (4) up to permutation, and so it is only necessary to consider = 0. Furthermore, the points ±nQ deliver the same solution up to permutation, and so we can further restrict ourselves to considering only the pullbacks of the points nQ, n > 0. Table 2 lists the pullback points for n = 1, . . . , 5.
A similar chain of solutions can be computed for each of the t corresponding to entries in Table 1 , with a double infinity of solutions when the rank is 2, and a triple infinity of solutions at t = 9/4. We list some "small" solutions arising in this latter instance. Write Q 1 = (106, −282, 279), Q 2 = (124, −272, 293), Q 3 = (239, −181, 396) for the points from Table 1.
Note that the assertion at (10) is equivalent to the fact that the curves C p i /p j , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ 3, are isomorphic. The symmetry in the parametrization (7) interchanging a 2 and a 3 is equivalent to the symmetry interchanging p i with q i (i = 1, 2, 3). Thus when C p 1 /p 2 has positive rank with point (q 1 , q 2 , a 3 /p 2 ), there is a corresponding point (p 1 , p 2 , a 2 /q 2 ) on C q 1 /q 2 , and hence the isomorphic curves C q i /q j , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ 3 also have positive rank.
Parametrizations over Q(ω)
It would be useful to know the Q(t) rank of the curve E t at (11). If this were positive, then corresponding points on C t would pull back to solutions of the system (T ) that are polynomials in Z[t]. Unfortunately, we are unable to determine whether or not E t contains any non-torsion points over Q(t). The large points in Table 1 for t = 15/2, 12/7, 11/9, together with several specializations of E t that have rank 0, would suggest that the parametrization of a point is unlikely, and therefore that the Q(t)-rank is 0. The equation E t is that of an elliptic K3-surface, and as such, methods of Shioda [6] allow us to compute an upper bound for the rank of E t over C(t), and this turns out to be 3. We are able to spot two independent points P 1 , P 2 of infinite order on C t over C(t), but have not determined whether or not there is a third:
where ω =
is a complex cube root of unity. Summing each point with its Galois conjugate:
we obtain points of finite order. Thus no non-trivial rational polynomial parametrization of (T ) arises in this way. The two points P 1 , P 2 do generate infinitely many polynomial parametrizations of (T ), but of course with coefficients over Q(ω). For example, the pullbacks of P 1 and P 2 result in trivial solutions of the system (2); (−ω − 2)t 3 + (−5ω − 6)t 2 + (5ω − 1)t + ω − 1 :
(2ω + 1)t 3 + (9ω + 3)t 2 + (−2ω − 3)t − 3ω − 3 :
